
Fig. 1. Card from von Arx from Basel to Karlsruhe of 
November 11, 1920. Apparently no airmail stamps were 
yet available, so a regular stamp was substituted.  
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This article was published in the Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung, 1112007, pp. 452-455, and is  
reprinted here with the gracious permission of the SBZ. The translation is by Ernest L. Bergman.  

Abstract: Covers with the airmail overprint on the 30 Rp. stamp (F1) are not common. Covers with this  
stamp, demonstrably prepared for a flight, are rare and belong in a Swiss airmail collection.  

Thus I began my search in the many  
auction catalogs of the last 38 years, and cut out  
all illustrations of covers with this stamp and  
sorted them. This stamp was overprinted  
especially for the L6rrach-Frankfurt route.  
However, use was permitted on other flight  
routes from 1920 through February 28, 1923, as  
the following list shows:  

1.
(Basel)-Lörrach-Karlsruhe-Mannheim-Frankfurt, BALUG, from Nov. 14, 1920  

2. (Switzerland)- Strasbourg-Prague-Warsaw-
Budapest, CIDNA, from Nov. 22, 1920  

3. (Switzerland)-Toulouse-Rabat-Casablanca,  
from Nov. 19, 1920  

4. Switzerland- Germany, letters from Sils to  

Berlin, which were evidently flown in 1921  
5. (Switzerland)-Paris-London, officially from Jan. 1, 1922, with preliminary 1921 use  
6. Covers were possibly sent using F1 on the Cairo-Baghdad route from March 1922 as well as  

K6nigsberg-Memel-Reval-Riga-Moscow. Of these I have seen none.  
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Fig. 2. Registered letter from Keller- Burkhardt from Basel to 
Frankfurt franked with the 50-Rp. airmail stamp. (Letter and 
registration each 25 Rp. + 30 Rp. = 80 Rp.) 

Fig. 3. Only card of the first flight Lörrach-Frankfurt, with the 
30-Rp. airmail stamp. According to the records of the District 
Post administration Basel there were only one card and two 
letters on this first-flight.  

7. Geneva-Zürich-Nürnberg, Ad Astra, from June 1 to Sept. 30, 1922. Except for the routes to point 6,  

air covers exist with this stamp on a(( routes. On certain routes covers are very rare and are there-
fore worth our consideration.  

8. This 30-Rp. stamp was a(so used in Switzer(and on covers as additiona( postage, some even to make  
up regu(ar postage, as we(( as some which were outside the period of va(idity for this airmai( stamp.  

1. Airmail stamp (F1) used on the route Lörrach-Frankfurt  

To the Swiss co((ector the f(ight route (Base()-Lörrach-Kar(sruhe-Mannheim-Frankfurt is by no  

means unknown, since for this occasion the 30-Rp stamp was overprinted with the red prope((er-and-whee(  

and issued as an airmai( stamp. Less known are the difficu(ties with which the Badische Luftverkehrge-
se((schaft (air(ine) AG (BALUG) in Baden-Oos had to strugg(e.  

On September 9 a repeated(y announced test  
f(ight to Lörrach took p(ace without mai(, near(y unnoticed by the popu(ace, and indeed the p(ane started in  

Baden-Baden. It f(ew over the city and trave(ed without (anding via Kar(sruhe to Frankfurt and (ater back  

to Baden-Baden. Neverthe(ess, a quantity of (eaf(ets were dropped over Kar(sruhe  

On September 16 in Baden-Oos BALUG announced that regu(ar airmai( service between Base( and  

Frankfurt wou(d open on October 1.  

But f(ying into Base( was not permitted. (!) Hence a (anding fie(d had to be found in Lörrach, a  
town nearby in Germany. On October 1 the city counci( of Lörrach approved a contract with the communi-
ty of Thumringen for a 27 acre property east of the Thumringer Wiesenbrücke (bridge) for a rent of 3000  
Marks for 25 years. The name of the airstrip was designated as 'Lörrach Airstrip in Thumringen." The  

construction of the (anding strip — even without a yet-to-be-bui(t hangar — was estimated at 10,000 Marks.  
For the city counci(, further work on the (anding strip wou(d depend on deve(opment of the air service.  

(Continued on page 11)  
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From the President's  
Album  

by Harlan F. Stone  

With final changes in one of its 32 chapters,  

our book  Philately of Switzerland — An Introducto-
ry Handbook  is ready for the final pre-publication  
step, preparation of a mock-up in full color. AHPS  

Secretary Dick Hall, who has been editing the con-
tributions of 30 members for the past two years,  

has been completing a final proofreading with vo-
lunteer help.  

AHPS members have viewing access to on-
line Swiss-related exhibits through at least three  

websites: our own www.swiss-stamps.org, the  
American Association of Philatelic Exhibitors'  

www.aape.org, and the Czechoslovakian EXPO-
NET's www.iaphila.cz  or www.exponet.info. At the  
end of November / found only 13 by collectors in  
the United States, with duplication reducing to 11  

the number of different ones. AHPS has exhibits  

from Steve Turchik, George Struble, Bruce Mars-
den (two) and me (two); AAPE from Tony Dewey  
(two), Roger Heath and Greg Galetti; and EXPO-
NET from Bruce and Roger (two). The AHPS web-
site is the only one devoted exclusively to Swiss-
related exhibits. Take a look at all three websites  
to see how your exhibit might look in electronic  
format when you add it.  

/t is not too early to make certain you have  

reserved the dates July 16-18. On those days we  

will be holding our next annual national conven- 
tion at the Minnesota Stamp Expo, a new location  
for AHPS. Central Regional Trustee Mike Peter  
will organize our weekend program, coordinat- 
ing it with the overall show schedule. For our  
traditional Friday afternoon convention semi- 
nar, / am borrowing an idea that the Collectors  
Club in New York is using to encourage more of  
its members to become active participants.  

To draw out its members, the Collectors  
Club has invited each of up to 40 to use the  
space for eight pages of favorite stamps and  

covers in its permanent display frames during  
its January annual meeting. The page selec-
tions require virtually no work since each par-
ticipant can include existing exhibit pages,  

printed album pages, or stock cards holding  
stamps and covers. Each participant will ex-
plain why his choices are his favorite items.  

To take part in the AHPS version of this  
"display", you only need to bring one page. Cer- 

tainly everyone has at least one favorite page for  
whatever reason, as well as the story behind it.  
For those with lots of favorites, we can probably  
accommodate all your choices during the two-hour  
seminar.  

Member News  
by George Struble  

Chuck LaBlonde has received the 2007- 
2008 prize for philatelic literature from the Cercle  

d'Étude Philatélique du Léman in recognition of  
his research on WW // postal arrangements be-
tween Switzerland and the U.S., New Zealand, and  
Canada. The certificate came with a Swiss 20- 
franc gold coin affixed by sealing wax!  

Chuck has been broadening his research on  
WW // postal arrangements; his exhibit on "The  

Censorship of World War // Danish Mail" in /N-
DYPEX in October earned a gold award as well as  

the /ndiana Stamp Club 20 th  Century Award.  

The Seattle chapter [/ believe the chapter is  
as yet unofficial — Ed.] of AHPS met October 19 th  

for a two day excursion in the small town of Lea-
venworth, Washington. The town lies snuggled in  
the eastern fringe of Washington's Cascade Moun-
tains and was transformed by the townspeople in  
the early 1970s into an attractive Bavarian-Swiss  
style village. /t is now a major tourism drawing  
card for the central part of the state.  

Four AHPS members and two prospective  
members did actually sit down for about one and a  
half hours for their monthly  (continued on page 6)  

Do you buy Swiss stamps, covers, or  
related philatelic material?  

/f you do and are not an AHPS circuit partici-
pant, you may be paying too much. AHPS sales cir-
cuits provide substantial selections of quality  
material, usually from a single category such as Stru-
bels, Standing Helvetias, tête-bêche and se-tenant,  
officials, airmail, and 35 others. Prices are normally  

less than you would pay for similar material from any  
other source, and you can inspect your purchases in  
your home or office before you buy.  

Th Sttl 	t i Lnwth 
To obtain a circuit participation form which  

will enable you to receive circuits of the categories you  

choose, email swissboy@cox.net  or call 401-377-2238.  
/f you have a quantity of good duplicates or want to  
dispose of part of your collection, consider selling  

through the circuits.  
Emil Tobler  
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Fig. 1. The Zumstein Catalog 

Fig. 2. The Baer Catalog 

Two New Postal Stationery Catalogs - A Review  

by Richard T. Hall  

The Swiss postal stationery collector has just received a wind-
fall — two catalogs appearing during the recent GABRA V postal statio-
nery exhibition. The first of these is a new edition of Zumstein's  Die  
Ganzsachen der Schweiz Spezialkatalog und Handbuch . This new edi-
tion replaces the previous 2002 version. The price of the new edition is  

CHF 90.00. The catalog has a nice introduction in English and the list-
ings are clear enough that a knowledge of German isn't a necessity.  

What's new and different in this new edition? First of all, it's  
thicker at 480 pages, an increase of about 130 pages from the 2002 edi-
tion. Almost all this increase can be ascribed to a greatly expanded  
section on  Empfangsscheine  (Postal Receipts). The balance of the in-
crease came in the postal card section, due entirely to the increasing  
number of postal cards being issued by the Swiss Post — 50 new items  
since 2002! The new edition lists postal cards up to the Tag der Brief-
marke card issued in Bulle in November of this year.  

Secondly, it's is full color, every item being shown in its actual  

colors. One drawback of the full color edition is the coding of the differ-
ent sections (there are 30) by a strip of color down the edge of each  
page. The idea is great; the execution leaves much to be desired. There  

are three main divisions in the catalog and the color coding is in a sort  

of spectral order. You really have to have good eyes to distinguish the colors of adjacent sections. It would  

have been better to have printed only a small section of the page edge with the color and move the color tab  

down the page as the catalog progressed through the sections, sort of like tabbed dividers. But that's a nit.  

A much more serious problem comes when the listings for postal cards are compared to those of our other  

new addition.  

The other new catalog which appeared is the  
Handbuch der Schweizer Postkarten, by Martin Baer  
and published by the Schweizerischer Ganzsachen-
Sammler-Verein. This catalog is in five loose-leaf vo-
lumes, approaching 1,000 pages! Postpaid to the Unit-
ed States, the cost is CHF 304, not cheap but the  

catalog is encyclopedic. The catalog is in German, but  

the listings are clear enough that the non-German  

reader can decipher them. Contact the author, Martin  

Baer at mbtaxcards@gmx.ch  if you're interested.  

Only regular postal cards are listed in this cata-
log.  Bundesfeier  and SBB postal cards are not in-
cluded. Figure 3 (next page) shows a portion of the  
listing for the 1928 10c postal card. Note the listing of  

the privately-printed postal cards (PrZD), the detailed  
listings of watermark orientations, the postal card  
booklets (PKH), and the order of cards in the typewriter  

strips (PKS). I have omitted illustrations of some of the  
privately-printed postal cards and the listings of de-
signs for the ordinary and booklet postal cards.  

Like the Zumstein catalog, the Baer catalog is also in full color; however here each postal card is  

shown in its entirety as opposed to a portion of the card in the Zumstein. This is nice, particularly for the  

privately-printed cards. These cards were an aspect of collecting postal cards I was not familiar with.  
They are an interesting, but pricey, sideline to a Swiss postal card collection. See Figure 3 for an example  

of these cards. These cards range in catalog value of CHF 30 to 60 mint and CHF 25 to 50 used.  
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Fig. 3. Sample pages from the Baer Catalog. Only the top portions of the bottom two pages are shown. 
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Now what is the serious problem I alluded to above? It appears that the postal card section of the  

Zumstein catalog was simply reprinted from the 2002 edition with the addition of color. Errors and incon-
sistencies in the listings of the 2002 edition, particularly in the booklet and typewriter strip items, were not  

corrected. Comparing the listings of these items in the Baer catalog with the same items in the Zumstein  

highlights the problem. Granted there has probably been significant research into the postal card booklets  
and typewriter strips since the 2002 edition of Zumstein, it appears Zumstein failed to update their listings  

accordingly.  

If you are a postal card collector, you can't do better than the Baer catalog. But if your interests ex-
tend beyond postal cards, you'll need the new edition of Zumstein, if for no other reason than the updated  
prices. Swiss postal stationery collectors should be thankful for the excellent catalogs available.  

Member News  
(continued from page 3)  Swiss stamp study ses-
sion. However, far more time was spent with their  
wives enjoying Bavarian food, shopping, sightsee-
ing and some hiking in the area. Everyone seemed  
to have a good time and voted to do it all over  

again next year (or before).  

The Seattle chapter in Leavenworth 

Ernie Bergmann used his frequent flier  
miles to visit St. Gallen and his home town in  
Germany and had a great time, especially in Ger-
many. He had a six-day reunion with childhood  
friends there; he has visited several times since  

Blowing the Alphorn at the Leavenworth hotel 

1958, but he left 73 years ago — when he figured  
out that being drafted into the German army but  
tagged as Jewish was not a good idea! "All in all I  
had a great trip and health wise had no problems  
at all and feel like `normal' again even though my  

friends here tell me that I was never normal any-
way!"  

Dick Hall and his wife Yolanda have a new  
grandson Tyler Travis Hall, who lives in Boston.  

Dick and Yolanda are sort of commuting between  

North Carolina and Boston!  
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Fig. 1. Postal card with paid town advertising 

Matterhorn Meanderings  
by Richard T. Hall  

Some time ago I had a question on how the various formats of Swiss self-adhesive stamps are pro-
duced. I posed the question to Elsa Baxter, the retiring head of the Philatelic Division of Swiss Post.  
Here's her reply:  

We do not only print sheets but also rolls of stamps. The paper around and in between the 
stamps is then removed by the printer so that we end up with only the stamp on the adhesive sheet. In 
between each stamps the backing paper has a perforation that allows us to easily separate the individ-
ual stamps with the backing. 

Let me expand a bit on her explanation. In addition to the normal sheet stamps, the self-adhesive  

stamps are also produced in large rolls from which the surrounding paper matrix is removed, leaving just  

the stamps on the roll of backing paper. If you are talking about a single stamp, then the roll is just that  

stamp. The perforated backing paper allows the stamps to be sold as isolated singles. I imagine also that  

these large rolls are fed into the machine that prepares the first day covers. The machine peels the stamp  
off the backing paper and applies it to the envelope.  

Now, what about multiple-stamp issues? As an example, take an issue of four different stamps. To  
produce the little sheets of the four different singles, the roll probably is laid out with all four stamps ar-
ranged as they will appear on the piece you get when you buy a set from the Philatelic Service. Similarly,  
for blocks of four, the large rolls will have repeating blocks of four. This accounts for the different die-
cutting for the blocks of four compared to the sheet stamps.  

I know that New Zealand Post sells strips from these large rolls. To date, Swiss Post has not done  

the same. But who know what might happen in the future?!!  

I learned something in carefully reading  
some of the text in the  Ganzsachen  catalogs which  
I review in a separate article in this issue. You  
are all probably familiar with the postal cards  
with a scene in the upper left corner (Figure 1).  
What you might not have known is that the locali-
ties had to pay to have a picture of their town or  

village on the cards. The cost for a picture on an  

inland-rate postal card was Fr. 150 per picture for  
a printing of from 500,000 to a million. For a for-
eign-rate postal card, the cost was Fr. 100 for a  
printing of from 50,000 to 80,000 cards. If the  
PTT didn't have enough takers for a given print-
ing it would add views of postal buses or alpine  
roads. I guess that's pretty cheap advertising.  

This installment of post office changes and closings is somewhat smaller than usual due to holiday  
travels.  

1. On October 23, 2009, the post office at 6705 Cresciano (canton Ticino) was closed [assumed by 6517  

Arbedo]  

2. On October 31, 2009, the post office at 6558 Lostallo (canton Graubünden) was closed [assumed by  
6558 Lostallo] [K-cancel 1159 was last used on that date]  

3. On November 11, 2009, the post office at 9304 Bernhardzell (canton St. Gallen) was closed [as-
sumed by 9300 Wittenbach] [K-cancel 402 was last used on that date]  

4. On November 14, 2009, the post office at 1000 Lausanne 25 Le Chalet-à-Gobet (canton Vaud) was  

closed [assumed by 1066 Epalinges]  

5. On November 21, 2009, the following post offices were closed:  

8239 D6rflingen (canton Schaffhausen) [assumed by 8240 Thayngen]  
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8725 Ernetschwil (canton St. Gallen) [assumed by 8730 Uznach] [K-cancel 1445 was last used on  

that date]  
1756 Onnens (canton Fribourg) [assumed by 1756 Onnens]  

6. On November 25, 2009, the post office at 9506 Lommis (canton Thurgau) was closed [assumed by  

9545 Wängi]  

7. On December 4, 2009, the post office at 1988 Thyon-les-Collons (canton Valais) was closed [assumed  

by 1987 Hérémence] [K-cancel 1405 was last used on that date]  

8. On December 5, 2009, the post office at 9613 Mühlrüti (canton St. Gallen) was closed [assumed by  
9607 Mosnang]  

That's all for this time. Happy Holidays to you all!  

Switzerland: Basic Facts  
The October  Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter  includes a table of useful facts about Swizterland, with  

comparisons to the UK; you can appear erudite by dropping these into your cocktail party conversations — 
or well-informed at your friendly local stamp club! The table is reproduced here with the kind permission  

of the HPS. If one of you can research corresponding figures for the US — or for your state — I will be happy  

to publish the expanded table. —  Ed.  

Switzerland 	 UK  

Size, square miles 	 15,940 	 93,628  
Population 	 7,591,400 	 60,975,400  
Density: people per square mile 	 476.2 	 651.3  
Capital city population - 	 Bern 122,178 	 London 7.56M  
Gross Domestic Product - 	 £194,271 M 	 £1,213,893M  
World Rank of GDP 	 22nd 	 5th  

GDP per head 	 £25,933 	 £20,048  
Unemployment rate 	 3.6% 	 5.3%  
Average number of children per mother 	1.4 	 1.8  
Average life expectancy male/ female 	79/84 	 77/81  
Doctors per 1,000 head of population 	4 	 2.3  
Population mix  

German 	 65%  
French 	 18%  
Italian 	 10%  
Romansch 	 1%  
Other 	 6%  

Religious Make-up  
Catholic 	 42% 	 10%  
Protestant 	 35% 	 43%  
No religious affiliation 	 11% 	 N/A  

Foreign tourist visitors 	 7,863,957 in 2006 	 32,558,000 - probably in 2008  
Highest point 	 Dufourspitze: 4,634 metres Ben Nevis: 1,343 metres  
Area covered by water, square miles 	589.9 	 1,247  
Proportion of Global Carbon emissions 	0.16% 	 2.01%  

Swiss Postal Stationery  
at GAB RA V  

by Harlan F. Stone, CPhH  

The GABRA V postal stationery exhibition, held by  
the Swiss Postal Stationery Collectors Society dur- 

ing October 9-11, attracted 113 non-competitive  

exhibits from 81 collectors. Swiss subjects occu-
pied 42 of the displays, with four contributed by  
AHPS members. Many of the exhibitors personal-
ly came from Switzerland, Germany, Austria and  

the Netherlands, and a few from France, Belgium,  
Great Britain and the United States, giving the  

exhibition hall at  (continued on page 15)  
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Fig. 4. Airmail letter from Dr. Paganini to the engineer H. 
Müller in Frankfurt with 40 Rp. in regular postage and a F1 
airmail stamp. 

Seldom Found on Cover (1)  
(Continued from page 2)  Postponement of the first flight to October 8 was announced by the Basel  

district post administration. Then followed the publication of the timetable: leave Frankfurt at 7:15, arrive  

Basel at 10:00, leave Basel at 10:15, and return to Frankfurt at 1:00 p.m. The talk was still always about  
the Basel Birsfelden airport. Further announcements of postponements followed on October 11 and 13.  

And then it was announced on October 23: "The first plane with airmail of the Frankfurt-Basel-Frankfurt  

connection will arrive on Tuesday morning, October 26, at 9:00 at the Sternenfeld in Basel. But already on  
October 25 a further postponement was announced.  

On November 5 it was learned that "the air traffic Frankfurt-Basel will now, as has been communi-
cated to us, be undertaken in the next few days, with L^rrach as its endstation, since the operation carried  

out by a German airline was forbidden by the Entente to fly across the Swiss border (several months later,  

due to this order, several German planes even had to be scrapped). A further announcement of the first  
flight followed on November 7. The landing strip at Thumringen was being prepared at feverish pace.  

The Swiss Post announced the use of this  
flight route with Order 165 of November 13, 1920,  
too late for preparing covers for November 11 and  

for the November 14 first flight. (Apparently the  

airmail stamp was only available as of November  
13). Among other things, it said "The airmail con-
nection also offers advantages for mailings to Hol-
land, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway. The  
collection point for airmail is Basel 2 Briefversand.  
The mail will be transported from Basel to L^rrach  
by tram. Letters, normally franked postcards, reg-
istered or express, as airmail shipment are permit-
ted in Switzerland. For items with normal pre  

paid postage mailed in Switzerland an airmail sur-
charge tax of 30 Rp., is levied regardless of weight.  
This additional tax can be paid with regular post-
age or with a special airmail stamp. The use of  
this stamp is recommended in order to distinguish  

the covers from others. The airmail items must  
carry a clear `Durch Luftpost' inscription. The regular 30-Rp. stamp overprinted in red with the Swiss mil-
itary aviator mark will be used as airmail stamp. It is available in first and second-class post offices. Oth-
er post offices if needed can get them from the nearest office..."  

The first flight was planned for November 11, but it didn't happen. The newspaper notice on the  
evening of November 11: "The first plane of the Frankfurt-Basel airmail service was supposed to arrive  
Thursday morning about 10:30 in L^rrach, but due to prevailing seemingly thick fog, it did not find the  

landing strip. It departed according to schedule from Baden-Oos at 9:00 in order to receive mail in  

Karlsruhe. In Karlsruhe the opening of the air service was celebrated by Dr. Kobelt and Dr. Finter togeth-
er with the public. Shortly after 10:00 the plane was sighted over Baden-Oos and at 10:55 it was over  

L^rrach; below the R6tteln Ruins, emergency landing strip in Kandern. Since no one had thought of light  

rockets which would have facilitated landing, the pilot did not see the landing strip. By 2:00 in the after-
noon the plane had still not yet arrived in L^rrach."  

The first flight was therefore carried out from Karlsruhe. It is certain that the plane to L^rrach on  

November 11 had mail for Switzerland on board. This was delivered in Karlsruhe on the return flight and  

was shipped to Switzerland by train. (Confirmation by von Arx).  

"The airmail service will comprise the mail from Basel to Karlsruhe, Mannheim, and Frankfurt.  

The first airmail bags were handed over on Thursday, November 11, at 10:00 by the Swiss post official to  

his German counterpart at the frontier at Stetten."  
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Fig. 5. “Blatter Letter” of December 6, 1920 to Tondern with a 
set of the 1920 Pro Juventute. 

Fig. 6. Letter from Zürich to Mannheim of November 29, 1920. 
One of the rare letters to Mannheim. 

Again on November 12 and 13 no plane arrived in Lörrach despite favorable weather. The plane  

did not take off because the Frankfurt weather forecast predicted heavy fog for Lörrach!  

On November 14 the first official landing of the airline BALUG could take place. Take off from  

Karlsruhe at 8:25 a.m., landing in Lörrach at 11:00. On board besides the pilot Edin were two crew mem-
bers. The plane, the D87, had a good landing at the Thumringen airstrip, with reception by Bürgermeister  

Dr. Gugelmeier and Post director Fisch. After ex-
change of mail bags, the plane began its return flight  

at 11:30 (Fig. 3). On Friday, the reason for nonap-
pearance was damage to the wing and to an axle in  

Mannheim, where the plane descended through thick  

fog onto the wrong field and hit a post.  

Newspapers announced on November 24:  
"The Frankfurt-Lörrach airmail has had to strug-
gle with great difficulties, the traffic does not yet  

proceed as smoothly as was anticipated. Up to  
Nov. 24 only six planes arrived. On November 17  
and 18, fog covered Lörrach. On November 20 and  
21 the planes stayed away, on November 22 there  
was a delay, ... and so it went." December was even more precarious. According to the records, only two  

planes flew to Basel. According to the list in the Swiss Airmail Handbook, based on accounts of the Basel  

postal authorities, on the airmail invoices prepared for November and December, a total of 13 flights were  
carried out.  

In another article (SBZ 1964, p. 414): "Since November 11, on which day the Lörrach-Frankfurt  

airmail service was activated, so far around 30 flights were carried out."  

Too great a difference! Perhaps there were indeed more than the two flights between December 24  
and 28. Perhaps someone forgot to post the "Luftpostbeförderung" in the column "remark". Or were arrival  

and return flights counted separately? We come to the conclusion that the PTT account is closer to correct.  

The end of the operation was never officially announced to collectors, therefore in 1921 there were  

dozens of covers with the 30-Rp. stamp that were mailed for this route to Frankfurt. Even Dr. Paganini  
seems not to have been informed, since on Feb. 9, 1921 he mailed one of his beautiful air mail covers with  
the 30 Rp. airmail stamp to his collector friend, the engineer Muller in Frankfurt.  

After much researching, including the files of the German Post ministry, the period of service of the  

Frankfurt-Mannheim-Karlsruhe-Lörrach and vice versa route has been determined to be from Nov. 11,  
1920 to Jan. 3, 1921.  

Start of the new flight route in winter does not show much far-sightedness of the management con-
sidering the technical equipment of the time — no radar, sketchy weather information, many foggy days in  

winter, weak instruments concerning location. The enthusiasm for aviation was great, but there were ma-
nifold hindrances to overcome. It could not be denied that the line gave no competition to the fast and reli-
able D-trains, especially in bad weather conditions, and finally after eight weeks of service it had to be  
terminated at the beginning of 1921.  
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Summary  
In my opinion, far too great a difference in valuation is made between the covers flown and those  

not flown with the 30-Rp. airmail stamp.  

The mailer acted in good faith when he mailed a letter with the 30-Rp. airmail stamp for this first  

international air service from Swiss territory. Both types of letters were shipped to their destinations in  

separate air-mail bags.  

Statistics  
The 30-Rp. airmail stamp is to be found at most on letters of this flight route:  

Date 	 Karlsruhe Mannheim Frankfurt Total  

1920  

November 11 	9 (2) 	5(-) 	19 (7)  1) 	33 (9)  
November 14 - 	- 	 - 	 2+1(1+5) 2) 	3 (6!)  
Rest of Nov. 	20 (5) 	6 (1) 	159 (32) 	185 (38)  

December 	 30 (2) 	9(-) 	375 (90)  3) 	414 (92)  

Total Nov.-Dec. 	59 (9) 	20 (1) 	556 (135) 	635 (145)  

1921  

January 	 ? - 	 ? - 	 ? (27) 	(27)  
February 	 ? 	 ? 	 ? (17) 	(17)  
March 	 ? 	 ? 	 ? (10) 	(10)  
April-Dec. 	 ? 	 ? 	 ? (26) 	(26)  

1922/23 	 (4)  

Key:  
• Numbers without parentheses = official count according to the records of the Basel district postal admin-

istration (only recorded to December 1920)  
• (Numbers in parentheses) = count of examples in my material.  

Furthermore, there are from this period 14 covers that were addressed to Switzerland and three to the US  

that could hardly have been flown.  

1) On November 11 the F1 stamp was evidently not yet available. Most covers made do with a 30-Rp. regu-
lar stamp or with the F2 (See figs. 1 and 2).  

2) The district postal administration Basel lists two covers and one card. In my material, hence in com-
merce, I found one card and five letters as well as one letter with the 50-Rp. stamp. Something doesn't  

add up. For forgers this could be a lucrative matter, when for a rare first flight only three examples are  
known, about 8000 francs are paid, and since no proof could be generated for non-registered covers, since  

no attestation can be secured (Fig. 3).  
3) According to the registration numbers, Blatter mailed about 100 letters between Nov. 29 and December  

8. Of these, about 50 have appeared in auctions in the last few years (Fig. 5).  

It is conspicuous that many fewer covers were mailed to Karlruhe and Mannheim. I have one copy  
from Mannheim (Fig. 6) and nine from Karlsruhe, in which I included the letters to Freiburg.  

It must be taken into consideration that these items must not have been necessarily franked with a  

30-Rp. airmail stamp. It is assumed that such covers will never be pictured and hardly included in a col-
lection, because no arrival stamp or airmail postmark was used. It is reasonable to assume that an un-
known number of these examples have been lost.  

Rare frankings  
I have illustrations of two covers to Germany each with a block of four of the 30-Rp. airmail stamp.  

This franking was quite unnecessary. The airmail surcharge was independent of weight. One of these has  
a 5th and 6th 30-Rp. airmail stamp.  (Continued on page 16)  
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Swiss Postal Stationery  
at GABRA V  
(continued from page 8)  the military barracks in  
Bern an international flavor. Largely responsible  
for the success of GABRA was AHPS member  
Georges Schild, the exhibition commissioner who  

personally solicited a number of the displays.  

Part of a souvenir menu showing the Swiss postal card 
commemorating GABRA V (bottom) and a joint stamp is-
sue for the 100th anniversary of the UPU monument, in-
cluding a French 70-cent commemorative stamp for 
general use (top left) and a UPU 180c stamp for official 
use in Switzerland (top right). The card’s address refers to 
the 2nd-floor ballroom in a present-day restaurant where 
representatives of the Swiss cantons agreed in 1848 to let 
a federal administration take over all postal services in 
1849. The Consilium Philateliae Helveticae (CPhH) pre-
pared the souvenir for a banquet it held in the ballroom 
during GABRA for its members and those of the French, 
German and European academies of philately. 

GABRA celebrated the 100th anniversary  
of the Universal Postal Union monument, also in  
Bern. A competing UPU exhibition in the town  
hall included pictures of monument design entries,  

the life of the winning French sculptor René de  

Saint-Marceaux, documents related to the dele-
gates who attended the 1909 dedication, and com-
memorative stamps issued by countries worldwide  

for the UPU's 25th, 50th and 75th anniversaries.  

The introduction of two postal stationery  
catalogs at GABRA stirred much interest. Zum-
stein released its new, rearranged, specialized cat-
alog and handbook, the first since 2002, with color-
coded pages to help users quickly find their specific  
interests within the three sections of the 480-page  
publication: official issues; service card issues of  

the railroads, IKW and PTT; and private issues.  
The price at the exhibition was 90 Swiss francs.  

Martin Baer, author of the 1998 Swiss per-
fin catalog, introduced his four-year opus  Hand-
book of Swiss Postcards, illustrating all official  
postal card issues and their added illustrations  
and/or advertisements on the fronts and backs. He  
has published this wealth of information on 1,047  
pages in seven two-ring binders measuring 9 x 9  

inches. The price is 280 francs, or 230 francs for  

only the pages, plus 52 francs for shipping to the  

United States.  

A feature of the exhibition was a one-
meter-high tower of Swiss postal cards. Attendees  
spent three days trying to calculate the number of  
cards in the stack, the closest guess to win one of  

40 prizes, including five sets of the Baer handbook.  

The winning answer was 4,712, amazingly close to  
the actual number of 4,689. To all exhibitors the  
show committee "awarded" a white, multi-bladed,  
Swiss army knife with the red and black emblem  
of the stationery society and a blue emblem of the  

UPU monument.  

Harlan Stone (left) and Rudy Walser, a Swiss exhibitor, 
discuss a philatelic point. Photo by Albrik J. Wiederkehr, 
editor of the Swiss society's journal 

The four AHPS exhibitors of Swiss postal  
stationery were Fabien Barnier (French), interna-
tional reply cards and hand-illustrated cards;  
Charles LaBlonde (American), World War II cen-
sored cards; Rolf Rölli (Swiss), 1909 UPU comme-
morative cards and private meter-stamped covers;  

and Harlan Stone (American), 1867-1886 postal  
envelopes.  

I was especially happy to exhibit because of  
my failure at GABRA IV in 2001. Although I man-
aged to reach that exhibition late, my two mailed  
exhibits were impounded in New York's JFK air-
port for a month because of the temporary ban on  
all flights following the destruction of the city's  
World Trade Center.  
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Fig. 10. Card of Nov. 18, 1920 from Basel to Germany with a 
flag cancellation “POSTGIRO” and a single franking with the 
30 Rp. airmail stamp. The letter rate at that time was 25 Rp. 

Seldom Found on Cover (1)  (Continued from page 13)  

Fig. 7. Letter of January 13, 1921 from the J. Scheidt-Bock com-
pany in Zürich 8, cancelled Zürich 14, to Nussdorf/Rheinpfalz with 
a block of four of the 30-Rp. airmail stamp (letter and registration 
were each 25 Rp.) One airmail stamp would have been sufficient.  

Fig. 8. April 23, 1921, non-airmail letter from Hotel Moy. Ob-
erhofen, to Meiningen in Germany with one 30-Rp. airmail 
stamp as well as 10 Rp. in regular stamps, totaling 40 Rp. 
which is exactly the postage for a foreign letter! The 30-Rp. 
stamp was figured in fully. (There exists another letter of May 
6, 1921 from Bern to the US with two 30-Rp. stamps. For a 
letter between 21 and 40 grams the postage of 60 Rp. would 
be correct.) 
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Single franking of the 30-Rp.  
airmail stamp  

Surely a letter or card that is franked only  
with a 30-Rp. airmail stamp, and besides being  
part of correct postage would be a very rare  
franking. I have found in my investigations six  

examples where the airmail stamp was accepted  
for normal postage. Two are shown in Figs. 9 and  
10.  

Fig. 9. Registered letter of Dec. 6, 1920 from Siebnen with 
the 30-Rp. stamp as single franking, to an illegible address in 
Switzerland. The postage is correct: 15 Rp. letter postage 
plus 15 Rp. registration = 30 Rp. This is the only letter 
known to me with one F1, whose postage is exactly correct. 

There exist four more such single-franking  
letters:  

• January 3, 1921 letter from Lausanne to ?  
(marked: Aerienne Bale- Frankfurt). There  
were no more flights; the postage for the  
letter was 25 Rp.  

• July 6, 1921 postcard from Zürich 3 Bahn-
hof to France (Seine). The postcard postage  
was 25 Rp.  

• July 12, 1921 card from Bern 1 Kornhaus to  
Berlin W. 7 (postage for the card was 25  
Rp.).  

• August 21, 1921 letter from Hotel Edel-
weiss in Sils-Maria to Bern. Postage for  
the letter was 20 Rp., therefore it was over-
franked by 10 Rp.  

(To be continued)  
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